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1. Objective
The objective of this document is to provide a comprehensive overview as well as a quickstart for
the Skinetic SDK plugin for Unreal Engine 4.24 to 4.27.
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2. Installation

2.1. From sources
To install the Skinetic SDK plugin in any project:

1. Unpack the archive
2. Create a “Plugins” folder if it does not already exist in your project root directory.
3. Copy the “Skinetic SDK” folder from the archive into the “Plugins” folder
4. Check and change if necessary the Unreal Version in the SkineticSDK.uplugin file

according to the one you attempts to use.
5. Regenerate the project files (Visual Studio) to allow the library to be copied in the correct

Binaris folder. (The project must be a C++ project).
6. Reopen your project with Unreal Engine
7. Agree to rebuild the project if the following popup is displayed

The following modules are missing or built with a different engine version:
SkineticSDK
SkineticSDKEditor

Would you like to rebuild them now?

8. Make sure the plugin is enabled in the Plugins browser tab (Project → Haptic Category)

Plugin’s content should now be visible in the Content browser.
If it’s not the case, toggle “Show Plugin Content” in the View Options panel of the Content
Browser.

2.2. From Marketplace
Not available yet.

3. Plugin General Overview
This plugin is designed to provide easy access to the Skinetic SDK inside Unreal, for Windows or
Android targets. Although the SDK can be used directly in C++, this plugin is aimed to allow
developers to produce as minimal work as possible to integrate haptic feedback for Skinetic in
their Unreal project.

This plugin relies on several key components:
- Skinetic Device Data Asset: Custom Data Asset to configure the Skinetic device to play

on
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- Skinetic Pattern Data Asset: Custom Data Asset containing a Skinetic Haptic Pattern
(spn) and allowing basic commands.

- Skinetic Effect Component: A component referencing a pattern and allowing more
complex playing commands and effect instances handling.

4. Skinetic Device Settings
To enable haptic feedback using the SKinetic SDK, the first step is to set up a Skinetic device to
connect to. This can be done by creating a new Data Aset of class “Skinetic Device” (located in
Miscellaneous/data Asset).

Configuration

For now, the device asset allows only the configuration of the preferred type
of connection (Bluetooth, USB, WiFi, or autodetect by the device on which
the game is running).

> WiFi is not implemented/supported in this version
As it is a Data Asset, several can be configured in advance to ease the
development.
The device used to play on has to be chosen among existing assets in:

Project Settings → Plugins → Skinetic → Default Device.

5. Scan

Each Skinetic Device is identified by a Serial Number.
To connect to a specific device, this Serial Number can be retrieved from the Asset:

- ScanDevices will start an asynchronous task scanning all devices available with the
connection type requested.

- ScanStatus returns the status of the scanning procedure or an error code.
- GetScannedDevices returns a list of devices to which it is possible to connect with the

preferred connection type set in the asset.
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Note: As Bluetooth scanning can be slow, this loop will probably hit Unreal’s infinite loop
watchdog. A good practice is to wait before retrieving the scan status.

Connection

To handle connection and disconnection:

In any blueprint (eg. GameMode or Level Blueprint), get the reference of the default device with
GetDefaultDevice blueprint node then manage the connection process with Connect /
ConnectToSpecificDevice (passing a Serial Number as argument) or Disconnect.

The preferred connection method can also be set at runtime before the connection with
SetPreferredConnection.

In the same way, this procedure can be handled in a C++ script.

A delegate is also available to call a custom event upon connection changes.
OnConnectionStatusChangedCallback can be bound directly in blueprint or c++.

> The connection cannot be performed if the scanning procedure is ongoing.
> Setting a callback is an alternative to monitoring the connection state, but is not mandatory.

Stop and Pause All

All effects playing on the device can be paused, resumed or stopped completely from the device
asset with PauseAll, ResumeAll and StopAll.

Device Introspection

Methods are provided to check or display device information such as SDK version
(GetSDKVersion), Skinetic version (GetDeviceVersion) or Skinetic identifier
(GetDeviceSerialNumber).
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6. Haptic Feedback
Two classes are provided for the management of haptic feedback. Skinetic Pattern is an asset
handling the .spn pattern file and simple commands. Skinetic Effect is an actor component
designed for a more complex management of effect instances, the way they will be played and
their alteration parameters.

6.1. Skinetic Pattern Asset

Every pattern created with Unitouch Studio can be used directly in Unreal Engine. Dragging the
.spn file in the content browser will convert it to a Skinetic Pattern Data Asset.

Once loaded, regardless of the method, this asset can be directly used to play effects from any
script or blueprint.

Load / Unload

All patterns to be played must be loaded beforehand into the sdk and unloaded once all
interactions using it are completed (eg. while the game is stopping).

This has to be done with the LoadPattern and UnloadPattern methods.

Example: Patterns is an array of Skinetic Pattern object references

Play / Stop

The pattern can be played directly from the asset.
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A PlayEffect method/node, taking multiple parameters to fine-tune the effect, is available. It
returns a positive integer representing the ID of this effect instance (or an error code if something
was wrong).
This ID must be saved to be able to stop the effect when needed. It will be used as a parameter
in the StopEffect node/method.

The state of the effect instance can be checked at any time, providing its ID to the method
EffectState. To ease the process, a skinetic effect component is available, allowing automatic
handling of effect instances and their parameters.

> Drag & drop of a .spn is the only way to create a
functional Skinetic Pattern. Creation from the
Data Asset menu will result in an empty and
non-editable pattern.

6.2. Skinetic Effect Component
This class is conceived as an actor component to handle one or multiple instances of a single
Skinetic Pattern. It can be added on any blueprint as a component.

Pattern Reference
In order to operate, a
reference to the pattern to
play has to be set in the
details panel.
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Parameters
Several parameters are available to modify the way the effect will
be played.

● Volume: percentage of the base volume between [0; 250]%.
● Speed: time scale between [0.01; 100]
● Repeat Count: number of repetition of the effect.
● Repeat Delay: pause in seconds between two repetitions of

the effect.
● Play At: time in second to start the pattern at.
● Max Duration: maximum duration in seconds of the effect

(regardless of the repeat count).
● Priority: level of priority of the effect (from 1 to 10, 1 being the

highest priority)

Play/Stop
To play the effect, two methods are available: both take a playing
type as the first parameter.

Playing type is an enum that permits to choose between 3 playing
modes (Default will play the effect only if it is not already playing,
Force will stop any instance of the effect before playing, Pool will
play an instance of the effect regardless of the effect’s state -
several instances can be played simultaneously).

● Play Play the effect with the parameters set in the details
panel.

● PlayWithParameters Play the effect with parameters that
will not be saved in the component.

As in the Skinetic Pattern asset, Stop and EffectState methods are
provided to stop the effect or check its state (both concern any
instance of this effect regardless of the playing type chosen).

6.3. Effect Priority Levels
Each haptic effect instance has a priority level when it is triggered.
The reason for this system is that there are a limited number of slots that can play simultaneously,
i.e., only 5 independent haptic samples can be rendered simultaneously on the vest without
regard to their spatialization. Extra samples are then “muted”, i.e., they are alive but not rendered.
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Each pattern can use up to 5 simultaneous haptic samples, hence, it is a pattern instance
(SkineticEffect) as a whole which can be muted.

SkineticEffect instances are then ordered by priority and only the effects with higher priority will
be rendered, while the others will be muted. The priority logic follows 3 rules to order two haptic
effect:

● The priority effect is the one with the lowest priority level.
● The priority effect is the one using less number of slots, i.e., the smallest number of

simultaneous samples (see Unitouch Studio).
● The priority effect is the most recent one, i.e., playing for the shortest amount of time.

Keep in mind that having too many effect playing simultaneously might:

● Make the actuators saturate and distort the rendered signals.
● Confuse the user as too many different sensations happen simultaneously.

6.4. Errors & Logs

Most calls to the Skinetic SDK return negative error codes when issues arise. In some cases, the
method node displays a second output pin returning the error.

In addition, the Skinetic SDK also logs some information as it is running. On Windows, logs can be
found in the SkineticSDK.log file (next to the dll) which is overridden after each session. On
Android, the logs are added to the logcat under "SKINETICSDK".

6.5. Examples
Examples are available for each compatible version of Unreal Engine in the Plugin Sample
repository.
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